COVID-19 Vaccine Global Intellectual Property Policy

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14458

POLICY TYPE
Policy document

DATE
2021-10-22

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
CMA Pre-budget Submission
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14259

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2020-08-07

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Health information and e-health
Health care and patient safety
Health systems, system funding and performance

Documents
Submission in Response to the Consultation on the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy: Keeping Medical Clinic Employees on the Payroll
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14258

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2020-06-05

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Health systems, system funding and performance

Documents
Federal measures to recognize the significant contributions of Canada’s front-line health care workers during the COVID-19 pandemic

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14247

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2020-06-02

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
Protecting and supporting Canada’s health-care providers during COVID-19
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14260

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2020-03-23

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Health systems, system funding and performance
Health human resources

Documents
Rural and remote practice issues

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy211

POLICY TYPE
Policy document

LAST REVIEWED
2020-02-29

DATE
2000-05-09

REPLACES
Promoting medicine as a career for rural high school students (Resolution BD88-03-78)

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents

CMA POLICY
RURAL AND REMOTE PRACTICE ISSUES

The Canadian Medical Association recommends that the positive health impact of rural medical care be maximized by ensuring that rural physicians have the following: adequate income, a competitive career path, and support to maintain an acceptable level of patient care.

The CMA endorses the following resolutions on these issues:

1. Physician practice, compensation, forms
2. Physician practice, compensation, forms

While these resolutions remain in effect, the CMA endorses the following resolutions on these issues:

1. Physician practice, compensation, forms
2. Physician practice, compensation, forms

This policy is endorsed by the CMA Board of Directors on [date].
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CMA Policy
Presentation to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance – December 7, 2007
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy9057

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

LAST REVIEWED
2020-02-29

DATE
2007-12-07

TOPICS
Health systems, system funding and performance
  Health human resources
  Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
The treating physician’s role in helping patients return to work after an illness or injury (Update 2013)
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy10754

POLICY TYPE
Policy document

LAST REVIEWED
2020-02-29

DATE
2013-05-25

REPLACES
The physician’s role in helping patients return to work after an illness or injury (Update 2010)

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Standing Committee on Health’s study on violence faced by healthcare workers
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14052

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2019-05-14

TOPICS
Health care and patient safety
Ethics and medical professionalism
Health human resources
Physician practice, compensation, forms
The impact of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the proposed Harmonized Sales Tax (HST) on Canadian physicians: Brief submitted to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy2023

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

LAST REVIEWED
2019-03-03

DATE
1997-01-21

TOPICS
Health human resources

Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
A new vision for Canada: family practice— the patient’s medical home 2019
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy14024

POLICY TYPE
Policy endorsement

DATE
2019-03-02

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Health systems, system funding and performance

Documents
Maintaining Ontario’s leadership on prohibiting the use of sick notes for short medical leaves

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy13934

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2018-11-15

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms
Health systems, system funding and performance

Documents
A medical industry perspective – supporting small business, the economic engine of Canada
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy13731

POLICY TYPE
Parliamentary submission

DATE
2017-10-02

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
Third-party forms (Update 2017)
https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy13643

POLICY TYPE
Policy document

DATE
2017-05-27

REPLACES
Third-party Forms: The Physician’s Role (Update 2010)
Short-Term Illness Certificate

TOPICS
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents
The physician appointment and reappointment process
2016

https://policybase.cma.ca/link/policy13564

POLICY TYPE
Policy document

DATE
2016-12-03

TOPICS
Health human resources
Physician practice, compensation, forms

Documents